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Abstract 
Strong variants of the Operator Speed-up Theorem, Operator Gap Theorem and Compression 
Theorem are obtained using an effective Version of Baire Category Theorem. It is also shown 
that all complexity classes of recursive predicates have effective measure zero in the space of 
recursive predicates and, on the other hand, the class of predicates with almost everywhere 
complexity above an arbitrary recursive threshold has recursive measure one in the class of 
recursive predicates. 
1. Introduction 
The abstract complexity theory initiated by Blum [2] (See also [5,8,17,23,35]) has 
revealed fundamental properties of complexity measures. The striking importante of 
this theory relies in its machine-independent nature. Indeed, the theory is built on just 
two axioms (Blum axioms) and virtually any conceivable realistic model of computa- 
tion is bound to satisfy the axioms. Therefore, the major achievements of this theory are 
primordial facts upon which any theory of complexity on any concrete model is based. 
The most important results of the abstract complexity theory are of existential type: 
(a) the existente of speedable fimctions [2], (b) the existente of computable functions 
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having an arbitraty high complexity [2], (c) the existente of arbitrarily large gaps in 
the complexity of computable functions [4,37], (d) the existente of a function which 
defines a complexity class as the Union of an r.e. set of complexity classes with bounds 
satisfying a certain monotonicity condition (Union Theorem, [29]). The proofs of most 
of these theorems are extremely complex and are based on quite intricate constructions 
whose goal is precisely the makeup of the Object whose existente is proved. Of course, 
one admires the crafty work and the powerful techniques involved in the proofs of these 
results. On the other hand, all this ingenuity spent for showing the existente of a Single 
Object naturally raises some questions: how typical is the existente of such an Object, 
is it an accident or, in fact, such objects are abounding? The general mathematical 
practice provides two basic lines for attacking such questions: a topological one using 
the notion of Baire categoty and the measure-theoretical one. Both these approaches 
model in their own way the basic intuitions of fewness or largeness which are inherent 
to the human mind and each of them contributed with valuable insights in numerous 
domains of mathematics. There is one fundamental obstacle in utilizing these devices 
for our questions: all interesting objects in computational complexity form countable 
sets and, therefore, both the categoty analysis and the measure-theoretical one in their 
classical setting are much too rough to distinguish the size of such objects. Fortunately, 
effective Versions of category and measure have been conceived that constitute natura1 
way of investigating our Problems. Due to the lack of the space, we do not go into 
any detail here. The definitions inside the Paper provide some hints and also Pointers 
to literature where these rather subtle matters are fully discussed. We mainly use the 
effective Baire category to investigate the size of the class of functions admitting an 
Operator Speed-up, the size of the class of functions defining the gap in the Operator 
Gap Theorem and the size of the class of fimctions that are almost everywhere hard 
to compute. This approach has already been followed in abstract complexity theory 
[26,7-10, 121 and more recently in structural complexity [19,25, 14,40,41]. Our re- 
sults may be viewed as strenghtenings of the original basic theorems. For example, we 
show that the class of functions satisfying the Operator Gap Theorem is of second cat- 
egory. In contrast with the original Version, our Speed-up Theorem cannot be deduced 
from the Fundamental Theorem of Complexity Theory of Meyer and Winklman [30]. In 
a separate section we also consider the measure-theoretical approach. Although this is 
an extremely active topic in structural complexity theory (see the Survey of Lutz [21]), 
as far as we know, it is for the first time that effective measure is used in abstract com- 
plexity theory. The proofs are not deep and they closely parallel the proofs of similar 
results in [20,25]; our Point is that such a line of investigation is feasible and should 
be pursued in attacking more delicate questions in abstract complexity theory. Table 2 
summarizes the currently known results and marks the contribution of this work. 
2. Notation 
We next describe our notations and the definitions related to the category approach. 
The definitions afferent to the measure-theoretical approach are deferred to Section 5.We 
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Table 1 
The current sture of afluirs. Notes: (1) Definitions of objects are provided in the Paper. (2) Measure 
refers to effective measure in the class of recursive predicates. (3) Category refers to effective Baire 
category. (4) “-” rnarks incompatibility. (5) “?” indicates an open Problem 
Object Category Measure Where 
Complexity class 1 0 Category: [26] 
Measure: here 
a.e. complex functions 11 1 Category: here 
Measure: here 
i.o. speedable functions 11 ? Vol 
a.e. speedable functions 11 7 LW 
Operator speedable limctions 11 ? here 
Functions yielding gaps 11 ? u-4 
Functions yielding Operator gaps 11 ? here 
Measured set of functions 1 0 Category: [7] 
Measure: here 
r-honest functions 1 _ Wl 
shall assume familiarity with, or access to, Bridges [5], Calude [SI, Hartmanis and 
Hopcroft [17], Machtey and Young [23], Seiferas [35], Young [39]. 
Let N = (0, 1, . . .} be the set of naturals and let (<Pj)jcN be an acceptable gödelization 
of PR, the set of unary partial recursive (p.r.) functions from N to N. Denote by R 
the class of recursive functions and by RPRED the class of recursive predicates, i.e. 
the class of functions in R that are (0, 1}-valued. For ~EPR we put dom(cp) = {x E 
N 1 q(x) is defined}. 1 n what follows the term “recursive function” will always refer 
to a unary recursive function. Let (. , .) : N2 4 N be a fixed pairing function. The 
set FR of p.r. functions whose domain is a finite initial Segment of N is recursive, a 
fortiori recursively enumerable (r.e.) and we fix an enumeration (&!i)i~N of FR. 
For CI in FR, we define the length of c( by Ia/ = 1 + max{n E N 1 n E dem(x)}. 
We often consider c( in FR as being a finite string, where the ith bit of a is cr(i - 1). 
We denote the set of such strings by N<“. If a,ß E N<“, then c$ denotes their 
concatenation. For f, g E PR, we write f C g in case dem(f) & dem(g) and f(x) = 
g(x), for every x in dem(f). For every t E FR, put qu, = {f E PR ( t & f}. The 
family (Uiir)rc~n is a System of basic neighborhoods in PR; we work with the topology 
generated by this System (see [7,26,32]). In the classical framework, a set A in a 
topological space is nowhere dense (or rare) if for every open set G there exists an 
open subset 6’ c G such that 8’ n A = 0. A set is meager (or of jrst Baire category) 
if it is a finite or denumerable Union of nowhere dense Sets, and it is of the second 
Baire category if it is not meager. In the effective variant of these notions, there exists 
a recursive function f which for every basic open set Q&t produces a witness f(t) 
which indicates the basic open set a/(t) which is disjoint from the nowhere dense set. 
This ideas lead to the following definition. 
Definition 2.1. (1) A set X c PR is recursioely nowhere dense if there exists a recur- 
sive function f, called the witness jiinction, such that: 
(i) CI, C afcn), for all n6N, 
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(ii) there exists a natura1 YEN such that for all natura1 n, Ia,] > j implies 
x f-l 4YpLf(.) = 0. 
(2) A set X C PR is recursively meager (or recursively of jrst Baire category) if 
there exist a sequence of sets (&)~EN and a recursive function f such that: 
(i) X = & Xi, 
and for all iEN: 
00 a, L af((i,n)), for all n, 
(iii) there exists a natura1 j such that for all n, Ia,] > j implies 
(3) A set X C PR is a set of recursively second Baire category if X is not a set of 
recursively first Baire category. 
For conciseness, we drop most of the times the word recursively in the above ter- 
minology, as well as the name of the originator of this topological classification, Rene 
Baire. 
The subsets of PR tan be classified with respect to the following hierarchy of Sets of 
increasing size: nowhere dense, meager, second category, co-meager and co-nowhere 
dense Sets. Although not all of these taxonomical notions are used in this work, we 
have stated them all for completeness. 
One tan easily observe that the extensions L in the above definition tan be taken 
to be proper (C) and this will be the case in all our further considerations. 
The above detinition tan be stated in terms of the relativized topology of p.r. 
predicates, i.e. (0, 1}-valued functions, by simply considering that (a,)nEN enumerates 
FPRED, the set of all p.r. predicates having the domain equal to a finite initial seg- 
ment of N. In this case, the topology is generated by the basic open sets (@,),,FPnnu, 
where at = {f Itcf,f is a p.r. predicate}. This abuse of notation will always be 
clarified by context. See Calude [9] for a general treatment. 
A Blum space (See [2]) is a pair (((Pi)icN,(@i)iEN) where (qi)iEN is an acceptable 
gödelization of PR and (@i)ieN is a sequence of p.r. functions (called the measure 
complexity functions) satisfying the following two axioms (called Blum axioms): (i) 
dom(qi) = dem(@), for all i E N, and (ii) the ternary predicate cost(i,x,y) = 1, if 
@i(x)< y, and cost(i,x, y) = 0, otherwise, is recursive. Here, as well as in the rest of 
the Paper, we use the following conventions. If Q> E PR and x E N are such that the 
Q(x) is undefined, we write Q(x) = 00 and we consider 00 > y for all y~ N. 
hl the SeqUd WC fix a Blum SpaCe @J = ((qi)iEN, (@i)iEN). Ifg k a reCUh% f?lUCtiOll, 
then the set 
Cf = {f E R ( there exists i such that Vi = f, @i(x) < g(x) a.e. x} 
is called the complexity class defined by g. 
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If P(x,n) is a predicate, then we write “P(x,n) a.e. n” in case P(x,n) holds true for 
all x E N and for all but a finite set of n E N; similarly, “P(x, n) i.o. n” means that 
P(x, n) holds true for all XEN and an infinity of n EN. 
An Operator F : PR 5 PR is called efSectiue if there exists a p.r. function II/ : N 5 N 
such that for every cp; in the domain of F, $(i) is defined and F(qi)(x) = <p+(i)(x) for 
every x in N (the notation 5 is used for partial mappings). The Operator is total if it 
is defined on every recursive function and it preserves total recursiveness (i.e. recursive 
functions are mapped to recursive fimctions). The behaviour of effective Operators is 
governed by the Kreisel-Lacombe-Shoenfield’s Theorem. We state it in a particular 
form which interests total effective Operators (for a proof see [S, p. 1921): 
If F is a total effective Operator with a recursive + then there exists a recursive 
function g : N + N such that for every recursiue <Pi, 
Graph(F(cpi)) = lJ Graph(qG)), 
jEC, 
where C, = {jeN 1 Graph(Ej)C Graph(cpi)}. 
3. The speed-up phenomenon 
In this section we analyze, from a topological Point of view, the Operator Speed-up 
Theorem in its strongest form which involves p.r. predicates. Consequently, in this 
section we consider the topology generated by (%Yt)tEmn~n. It is easy to derive all 
results in this section for the case of functions taking arbitrary integer values. For 
a total effective Operator F, let SpEED(@, F) denote the class of recursive functions 
having F-speedup almost everywhere. More precisely 
SPEED( @, F) = { f E R 1 for all (Pi = f, there exists ‘PJ = f 
such that F(@,)(x) < @i(x) a.e. x}. 
The main result of this section is stated in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. For every total eflective Operator F, the set SPEED(@,F) is of second 
category. 
Proof. Fix a total effective Operator F; for compactness, let denote by SPEED the 
set SPEED(@, F). Assume that SPEED is meager. This means that there exists a 
decomposition 
SPEED = U SPEED, 
j>O 
and a recursive function f such that for every j 20, 
SPEEDj n U,,(b,,,, = 0 a.e. n. 
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We construct a recursive function g satisfying for every natura1 i > 0 the following two 
requirements: 
R(i) : af((i,m)) Cg i.0. Vl, 
Q(i) : if @i(x) < pi(~) i.o. X, then g # (Pi, 
where (Pi) is a sequence of functions built as in the Standard proof of the Operator 
Speed-Up Theorem (see [28,8]). Conditions Q(i) guarantee that gE SPEED. By the 
initial assumption, g E SPEEDi, for some i. Condition R(i) implies that 
6lE@ Nf<(l.rn)) i.0. m, 
which contradicts the fact that 
SPEEDi n %afc(imlj = 0 a.e. m. 
The proof proceeds by defining, in a construction by stages, a family of p.r. fimctions 
(z,)s>o,z, : N4 ’ + N. The function we are interested in will be obtained in two Steps: 
first we take the function z to be the limit (as s goes to 03) of this construction (we as- 
sure that the limit exists); then, in the second Step, we fix to convenient values the first 
three input variables of z (denoted by n, w and V) and finally obtain the desired func- 
tion g. More precisely, n will be the fixed Point deduced from the use of the Recursion 
Theorem, w will be selected in such a way as to achieve the desired rate of Speed-up, 
and v will be Chosen such that c(, will patch the initial Segment of the faster program so 
that it exactly computes the desired function. At Stage s we construct the p.r. function 
z,, such that Ax.z,(n, w, u,x) tries to properly extend k.z,_t(n, w,v,x). It may be the 
case that some subcomputations in Stage s cannot be performed (more precisely, the 
fourth condition in what is denoted Test below). In this case, the computation loops 
forever at some Point in Stage S. In such a Situation, naturally, J~~z~(n,w,v,x) is unde- 
fined for all t >s. However, for the value ns obtained through the use of the Recursion 
Theorem, this will not happen and, consequently, for all w, v and s, Ax .z,(no, w, v,x) 
properly extends ,J_~.z,_r(n~, w, v,x). The particular feature of the construction is that, 
for all w and U, the extended part of Lx.z,(n,w, v,x) uses from the previous stages 
information related to the construction of ;in.z,_i(n,O,O,x) (and not liZ.~+_i(n,w,v,x), 
as one might suspect). In this way, at all stages s, we extend Ax.z,(n, w, v,x) for all w 
and v by the same amount. More precisely, we define at each Stage s the integer value 
Uz,(n) such that for every w, v > 0, 
dom(l.x.z,(n, w, v,x)) = (0,. . . Jh,(n) - 1). 
We also use the sets DZAG,(n, w, v) with the meaning that iE DZAG,(n, w, v) if by Stage 
s we have insured that zS(lt, w, v,x) # Vi(x) for some x < Lh,(n). In the computation 
of AX.z(n,w, V,X) we focus at each Stage s on a pair of naturals ACTZVE,(n, w, v) = 
(j,k), called the active pair, with the intention to fulfill R(j). However, if at some 
Stage we discover an index i with i < (j,k) such that Q(i) tan be satisfied, we 
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prefer to do it (this is a simple form of the priority method). When R(j) is satisfied, 
the next pair of naturals in a Standard ordering of N2 becomes the new active pair. 
The construction of z(n, w, v,x) 
Stage s = -1: Put z_i(n,w,u,x) - 03, for all ~z,w,v,xZO, Lh-i(n) G 0, for every 
~20, DZAG_i(n,w,v) = 0, for all n,w,v>O, ACTZVE-~(n,w,v) = (0,O). 
Stage s>O: Take m such that a, = ~.z,_i(n,O,O,x) and let 
(j,k) E ACTZVEs-l(n,O,O). 
Forx withO<x <G-i(n), definez.,(n,w,v,x)=z,-i(n,w,v,x). 
for each x such that Lh,-l(n)dx < (af(G,m)jl do 
if x~dom(cr,), then z,(n, w, v,x) 3 GI,(X) 
else if there exists i such that: 
(1) i < (j,k), 
(2) i@IAG,-i(n,O,O), 
(3) w<i < x, 
(4) @i(x)<cp,((i,x)) 
Conditions (l)-(4) will be further on denoted as the Test. 
The Test is checked in increasing Order of i in the range 
w,w + l,..., min(x, (j,k)). If for some i as above the 
Test cannot be evaluated (because cp,((i,x)) is not defined) 
then, of course, z,(n, w, v,x) is not defined and the procedure loops forever. 
then (Satisfy one bit of Q(i)): 
choose the least such i, 
z,(n, W, V,x) E max{ 1 - Vi(X), 0) 
DUG,_i(n,w,v) E DIAG,-i(n,w,v) U {i} 
else (Satisfy R(j)) 
z,(n,w, 0,~) = a/((j,m))(x) 
end if 
end for 
if for all x such that Lh,_l(n)dx < Imf((j,m)jlt 
no i satisfies the Test or xEdom(a,)), then 
ACTZI/E,(n, w, u) G next(dCTZVE,_l(n, w, u)) 
else 
A CTZI/E,(n, w, v) = ACTZl’E,_,(n, w, v) 
end if 
DZAGG,(n,w,v) E DZAG,_l(n,w,v) 
Wn) = Ia/((j,m))l 
End of construction 
We denote z(n, w, V,X) E lim,,, s z (n, w, qx) (the limit exists by the way the func- 
tion z, extends z,_i for each s). Let t be a recursive function such that <~t(~,,,,,~)(x) = 
z(n,w,v,x). Now we turn to the definition of functions (pi)i>s. First, let \I/ be the p.r. 
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function defined by the following clauses: 
. $(n,(i,n))=O, f < i x i or there exists m 6 i with Q&((O,m)) >x; 
0 $(n,(i,x)) = max{F(@ I(n,i+t,v))(~)Ju<~}, if the hrst condition fails to hold, but 
Qn((j,y)) is defined for all y<x and all i < j<x; 
?? $(n, (i,x)) = oc), in the remaining situations. 
By the Recursion Theorem, there exists no such that pp,,,(u) = $(n,-,,u), for all U. Fix 
such an ns and denote Pi(X) = rp,((i,x)); the complexity of pi(x) is then Qno((i,x)). 
One has: 
'0 if x<i or there 
exists m Q i with 
@no((0,m))3x, 
Pi(X) = max{F(~,(,,,i+l,D))(x)lu~x} if pj(V) is dehned 
for all y<x and 
all j,i < j<x, 
00 otherwise. L 
We continue our proof with a series of intermediate results. 
(1) 
Fact 3.2. For all natura1 i,x, cp,( (i,x) ) is dejned, i.e. Pi is recursive for all i. 
Proof. We Show first that qno((O,x)) is defined for all x, i.e. po is recursive. Suppose 
there exists w such that po(w) is undefined, and so is Qn,( (0, w)). Hence, Gn,,((O,w)) >x. 
Then for all i> w, pt(x) = 0 for all x, by the first clause in the definition of Pi. We 
retain that Pi is recursive for all i> w. It follows that for all v, Jx.z(no, w, u,x), and 
thus rpt(no,w,v)r are recursive. Indeed, this is a consequence of the fact that condition 4 in 
the Test tan be effectively checked (because cp,,( (i,x) ) = pi(x) is defined for all i > w) 
and, if needed, qi(x) tan be computed in Order to fulfill Q(i). From (1) we notice that 
p,_l(x) is defined for all x. In the Same manner, we deduce that ~~-2, ~~-3,. . . , po 
are recursive, so po is recursive. Next we observe that po(x) is deflned by the second 
clause for almost every x, which implies that for all j, pi is recursive. 0 
Fact 3.3. For all natura1 U, pi(x)aF(@,(,,i+l,,>)(x), a.e. x. 
Proof. Since Pi is recursive, it follows that Pi is defined by the second clause for 
almost every x. The conclusion follows. ??
Fact 3.4. For all natura1 i, there exists v such that qt(no,i,“) = qq,,,,o,o). 
Proof. There exists a Stage s when 
DZ.4G,(no10,0)~{0,1 ,..., i-l}=UDZAG~(no,O,O)n{O,l,..., i-l}. 
t>o 
Take v such that CI, = ~.z,(ns,O,O,x). For x < IclVj, one has 
(Pt(no,i,v)(X) = G(X) = zs(nO, O,O,X) = cPt(nO,o,o)(x). 
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If x 3 Ia, 1, then c~~(~~,i,~) (x) = (P~(~,,,~,o)(x), by the construction of z,. Indeed, qt(na,i,“) and 
(P+,,-,,o) could differ only because at some Stage t the procedures computing them satisfy 
Q(h) and respectively Q(V), with h # h’. However, afier stage s, the procedure com- 
puting qqno,o,o) does not satisfy any Q(h’) with h’ < i (by the definition of s). It follows 
(from our strategy according to which Stage s of the construction of AX.z,(n,w, u,x) 
uses information related to 2-x .z,_ 1 (n, 0, O,x), namely A CTIVE,_ 1 (n, 0,O) and 
DZAG,_i(n,O,O)), that at each stage t > s, whenever a condition Q(.) is satisfied, 
the procedures computing qr(nO,i,“) and qqno,o,o) select the same value h for satisfy- 
ing Q(h). In conclusion, after Stage s, the procedures computing <P~(,,~,~,“) and qqno,s,s) 
produce the same output, in spite of the fact that the procedure for (P~(~~,o,o) spends 
exceedingly more resources (in fact, this is the Source of Speed-up). 0 
Fact 3.5. De$ne the recursive function g by 
For every natura1 j, there exist injinitely many m such that Nf((j,m)) C g, i.e. R(j) is 
satisfied for every j. 
Proof. We show first that every pair of naturals (j, k) becomes eventually the actiue 
pair in the algorithm computing qqn,,,o,o) = Ax.z(ns, O,O, .). We proceed by induction 
on (j, k). For (j, k) = 0 the Statement clearly holds (See stage s = - 1). There are only 
finitely many naturals i < (j, k) which tan satisfy the Test and, once such an i has 
satisfied the Test, it will not attempt doing this any more, since i is inserted in DZAG. 
Eventually no such i is found, so the construction satisfies R(j) and takes the next pair 
of naturals as the active pair. Consider now the stage s when R(j) is satisfied and the 
value m as defined at this Stage. It is easy to see that 
z,(no,O,O,x) = z,-l(no,O,O,x) = %4x> = mf((j,m))(X) 
for all x with O<xdlh,_l(no). Moreover, the corresponding values m for the active 
pair (j,k) are distinct. Since at stage s, R(j) is satisfied, we conclude that 
g = (P~(~~,o,o)(.) = z(no,O,O,.) 7 z&0,0,0,.) = af((j,m)) i.0. m. 0 
Fact 3.6. Zf 9 = Vi, then @i(x)> Pi(x) a.e. X. 
Proof. There is a stage s 20 such that from that moment on all active pairs (j, k) 
satisfy (j, k) > i and all Q(i’) for i’ < i have been satisfied. In case iEDZAG,_ I(no, 0, 0), 
<pi was already diagonalized. Hence Vi # z(no,O, 0, .) = g, a contradiction. So, i $ 
DIAG,_l(no,O,O). Suppose now @i(X)<pi(X) = qno((i,x)), for some xblh,_l(n). 
There exists a stage t>s such that Lht(n)>xBLh,_~(n). It follows that at stage t the 
relation zt(no, O,O, .) # Vi(x) is realized, and hence g = (P~(~~,o,o,.) = z(no, O,O, .) # <pi, 
again a contradiction. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1 (conclusion). We finish the proof of the theorem by showing 
that g ESPEED. Indeed, let (Pi = g. Then ~Pi(~)~pi(x)3F(~,(,,,i+l,~))(~) a.e. x, for all 
u E N. The first inequality Comes from Fact 3.6 and the second one from (1). Take u 
such that VPt(no,i+i,o) = (~t(n~,o,o) andj = t(no,i+l,u). Then qj = g and @i(X)>F(@j)(x) 
a.e. x. 0 
Let g be an increasing recursive fimction and define the set 
HARD(g) = {fgR 1 for every Vi = f, @i(x) > g(x) a.e. x}, 
of all recursive tünctions requiring at least g(x) complexity. A well known result, due 
to Rabin [31] (See also Calude [S]) asserts that HARD(g) is non-empty. Here we tan 
easily derive a stronger result: 
Theorem 3.7. For every increasing recursive function g, HARD(g) is of the second 
category. 
Proof. Consider the total effective Operator F defined by F(qi)(x) = g(x), for all 
i,xEN, and apply Theorem 3.1 to F, as SPEED(@, F) & HARD( @, g). ??
Note that the analogue of the above theorem for the case of polynomial-time has 
been established by Mayordomo [25]. 
It is common to derive the Speed-up Theorem (and its Operator variant) by using a 
complexity sequence and the so called Fundamental Theorem of Computational Com- 
plexity (see [30,35,36]). A sequence {pi}iEN of recursive functions is a complexity 
sequence for a recursive function f if: 
?? for all i with Vi = f, there exists j such that pj(x)< @i(x) a.e. x, and 
?? for all i, there exists j with qj = f and @j(x)<pi(x) a.e. X. 
The Fundamental Theorem states that each sequence of recursive functions satisfying 
some very weak conditions is the complexity sequence of some recursive function. For 
each total effective Operator F one tan find a sequence of recursive functions {pi}iEN 
such that for all i, F(pi+l)(x) < Pi(x) a.e. x. It follows immediately that the ftmction 
f, for which the sequence {Pi}icN is a complexity sequence, is F-speedable if F 
is non-decreasing (which is the interesting case). It is natura1 to ask if Theorem 3.1 
(which, in fact, is a stronger Version of the Operator Speed-Up Theorem, since it asserts 
the existente of many f-speedable functions), tan also be obtained in this way. The 
answer is negative. 
Proposition 3.8. Let {pi}iEN be a sequence of recursive functions. Then the set 
A = UW{P.I~ , ,EN is a complexity sequence for f } 
is of the jirst category. 
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Proof. The set A is included in the Union Ui,j,kE N A(i,j,k), where 
A(l,,.k) = F 
{ 
if @j(X) < Pi(X), for all x with x >k , 
otherwise. 
Esch set A(i,,,k) is nowhere dense via the witness function f (i,j,k) which on input G’ 
acts as follows: 
?? If 1~1 < k, then f (i,j,k)(U) = f<i,j,k)(UOk-‘“‘). 
?? If (~(>k and @j(]U]) > pi(]V]), then f<i,j,k)(U) = ~0. (In this case A(i,j,k) = 0 and 
there is nothing to worry about.) 
?? If \u\>k and @j(lul)<pi(lu]) then f<i,j,k)(U) = UY, where _Y = max{l - ~j(]ul),O}. 
(In this case we diagonalize over <p,, insuring that 
Since the functions f (i,j,k) are obtained in an uniform way from i, j, k, the conclusion 
follows. 0 
So, Theorem 3.1 is not a corollary of the Fundamental Theorem, as is the case of 
the Operator Speed-Up Theorem. 
It is known that the Speed-Up Theorem is ineffective in many aspects. Blum has 
shown in [3] that for no speedable function Cpi tan one find algorithmically from i 
the faster program. Although for some speedable ftmctions it is possible to recursively 
bound the size of the index of the faster program (see [28, lS]), Schnorr has shown in 
[33] that it is not possible for any speedable function to simultaneosly bound the size 
of the faster program and the threshold value starting from which the faster program is 
indeed faster. A recent result due to Bridges and Calude [6] states that in general, there 
is no recursiue function of the initial index that giues a bound for the exceptional 
ualues on Speed-up; but that if the bounding function is taken as a function of the 
Speed-up index, then it tan be Chosen to be recursiue. 
The topological analysis of the Speed-Up Theorem easily yields another facet of 
this phenomenon. Given any Sound formal System, it is not possible to detect, with the 
exception of a tiny meager set of functions, that a function is speedable. 
Proposition 3.9. Let Y be any soundformal System and F a total effective Operator. 
There exists a function hE SPEED = SPEED(@,F) such that, for each machine M 
computing h, the sentence “The function computed by M belongs to SPEED’ is not 
a theorem of Y. Moreover the set of such functions h is of the second category. 
Proof. Suppose there exists a formal System F such that for all h E SPEED there exists 
a Turing machine M computing f and such that the sentence “The function computed 
by M belongs to SPEED” is a theorem of F. By extracting from the theorems of F 
the ones having the above form, we obtain an r.e. sequence of machines Mi such that 
{h E PR ) h is computed by some Mi} = SPEED. 
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The set Ai = {/~EPR( h is computed by Mi} is nowhere dense via the witness function 
fi which is defined by fi(u) = uy, where y = max{l - Mi(]Ul),O}. It follows that 
SPEED is meager, which contradicts Theorem 3.1. The second (stronger) assertion 
follows also by the same reasoning. 0 
4. Gap and compression 
A natura1 Problem in computational complexity is to investigate to what extent by 
allocating more resources we get more computational power. If F is a total effective 
Operator such that F(f) is much bigger than f, are we guaranteed that 
The Gperator Gap Theorem (see [ 13,8,39]) gives a surprisingly negative result to this 
question: There are functions f such that Cf” = C&>. Our next result Shows that there 
are many such functions. 
Theorem 4.1. Let F be a total eflective Operator induced by a recursive jiinction II/ 
such that for all natura1 i and x, F(qi)(x)3qi(x). Then the set 
GAP(@,F) = {tER[C: = CF,,>} 
is of second category. 
Proof. Suppose, by contradiction, that GAP(@,F) = UjaO GAPj and there exists a 
recursive function f such that for all natura1 j: 
(i) tln c af((j,n)) 3 
(ii) GAPj n aafcthnjj = 0, 
for sufficiently large n. We construct a function t E GAP(@, F) such that for all j there 
are infinitely many n with af((j,n)) _ C t. It will follow that for some i, 
t E GAPi fl 42a,<(l,“jj i.o. n, 
a contradiction. 
By Kreisel-Lacombe-Shoenfield’s Theorem there exists a recursive function g : N + 
N such that for every recursive (Pi, 
Graph(F(cpi)) = U Graph(a,(i)), 
EC, 
where Ci = {ZEN 1 Graph(aj) c Graph(cpi)}. 
The function t will be defined in stages. At Stage s we construct a finite initial 
Segment ts of t and keep track of the value Lh, such that dom(t,) = (0, 1, . . . , Lh, - 1). 
Construction of t. 
Stage s = 0: Put t,(O) z 0,Lho = 1. 
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Stage s > 0: Let s = (j,k). (The pair (j,k) acts like the active pair in the previous 
proofs.) Let m such that ts-l = GI,. We put: 
t,(x) = tr-1 (XI for O<x < Lh,_j 
and 
ts(x> E Xf((j,m))(x) for J%-i GX < Iaf((j,m))l. 
(Note that we have insured that Mf((jT)) c t,.) Next we proceed like in Young’s proof 
of the Operator Gap Theorem ([39,8]). We define s + 1 recursive extensions of the 
function t.r defined so far, namely t@), @‘), . . . , t(O) : N + N in the following way: 
t@)(z) = t&> if z < Iaf((j,m))l~ 
0 otherwise, 
and for i=s- l,s--2,...,0 (in this Order) 
t(‘)(z) = 
i 
t,(z) ifz < I”f((,,m))L 
F@‘+“)(z) otherwise. 
Next we constrnct the following (x + 1) finite initial Segment functions 
u(‘)(z) = 
t(‘)(z) if z<Ai, 
00 otherwise 
for every iE {0,1 ,..., s}. Here: Ao = JUf((j,m)jl and 
A,+l = min[z>Ai and Graph(&)) c U Graph(cc,(,))], 
YEB:., 
where 
Bz,i = {y~N]a,(n) = P’)(n) for every n<z}. 
(Recall that g is the function corresponding to the Operator F, by Kreisel-Lacombe- 
Shoenfield’s Theorem.) 
The idea in defining u(l) from 6’) is to retain enough information such that if t’ : 
N -+ N is an arbitrary extension of u ci), then F(t’)(z) = h-‘)(z), for every z such 
that Ao<z<Ai_l. (Observe that F(t(‘))(z) = h-‘)(z), for every z>Ao.) For all h E 
{O,l,. . . , s - 1 }, and i E { 0, 1, . . . , s}, we say that U(~) is unsafe for h if 
(i) u(‘)(z) < @h(z) for some z with Lh,_r dz<Ai, 
and 
(ii) i = 0 or (@h(z)<~(~-l) (z),i > 0) for all z with U-r <z<Ai-1. 
Keeping in mind that 
Uz_, <Ao GA, d . . . GA,, 
and u(‘)(z)~u(~-‘j(z), for allz withLh,_t<zdAi_l, forall iE{1,2,...,s}, onededuce 
that for every h~{O,l,...,s- 1) at most one u (‘) is Unsafe for h. Since there are s + 1 
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such extensions &), at least one of them is sufe for all h < s, and such an &) tan 
be found in a recursive way. We extend ts to a certain uuO) which is Safe for every 
h < s and set Lh, E Ai,, + 1. 
End of stage s. 
Finally, let t = lim,,, ts. End of construction of t. 
For each i there are infinitely many k such that t~f((~,~)) C t, since at each step 
s = (i,k), we make OZ~(Q~)) C ts and ts & t. It remains to show that t E GAP(@,F). 
Suppose there exists j such that @Jx)<F(t)(x) a.e. x, but Qj(n) > t(x) i.o. X. There 
exists a Stage s > j such that @j(x)<F(t)(x) for all x with Uz-i <x < Uz, and 
@j(x) > t(x) for some x with Uz-1 <x < LA,. This contradicts the choice of a Safe 
initial Segment at Stage s. Indeed, if Lh,_r QX < Lh,, then t(x) = Nu, where u(‘o) 
is the Safe Segment selected at Stage s. If io = 0, then z&~O) is a Safe Segment if and 
only if z&)(x)> @j(x), for all x with Lh,_l <z<Ao = Lh, - 1. If io > 0, then for all 
xdA,_l,F(t)(x) = F(u ‘O )(x) = uCioW1)(x) and A,_l aLh,_l. So our assumptions on 
@j would imply that z&ii 1s not Safe. Cl 
The Compression Theorem [2] assures us that for nice families of functions T, one 
tan indeed get more computational power by raising the resource bound from t(x) to 
g(x, t(x)), for an appropriate g and for any t E T. Nice means here a meusured set, i.e. 
an r.e. set of partial functions yi : N z N for which the ternary predicate yi(n) = m is 
recursive. The Compression Theorem states that if (yi)iE~ is a measured set, then there 
exist two recursive fimction g: N2 -f N and k: N + N such that for each recursive y;: 
(i) if ‘pi = VJ+), then @j(x) > yi(x) a.e. x and 
(ii) 4(i)(x) Gg(x, yi(X)> a.e. x. 
We would like to know what properties should a set of functions have in Order to 
possess a Compression Theorem (being a measured set is probably not a necessary con- 
dition). It is known from Calude [7] (see also [SI) that every measured set is meager. 
(In [7], the result is shown in a different topology, the superset topology, which is ade- 
quate for investigating the size of sets of partial recursive functions. However the proof 
from [7] tan easily be adapted for the Cantor topology.) Our next result Shows that the 
meagerness of a measured set seems to be essential and gives a partial answer to the 
above question. If we fix the increasing factor g and consider a second category set A 
of recursive fimctions, then the compression property does not hold for any f in A. 
Proposition 4.2. Let g : N2 -+ N be a recursive function. Then the set 
A, = { SERI there exists i with @(x) < g(x, s(x)) a.e. x 
and for all j with qj = cp; one has @j(x) > s(x) a.e. x} 
is meager. 
Proof. We Start noticing that 
4 G u A(i,+ 
i,k>O 
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A(i,k) = {SERl@i(x)<g(x,S(x)) and @i(x) > S(X) for all x>k}. 
The set A(;,k) is nowhere dense via the following witness function ft+) : N<” -+ 
NcW: 
1. If DEN<O has length less than k then we (arbitrarily) put fci,k) (0) = ~0. 
2. If Ivlak, then let x = Jul. 
?? If @i(x)<g(x,O) put f<i,k)(U) = UY, where y = @i(x) + 1. (In this way, if f<i,k)(~) 
is a prefix of s, then @i(x)<s(x).) 
?? If @i(x) > g(x, 0) put fli,k) (0) = ~0. (In this way, if f+, k)(u) is a prefix of s, then 
@i(x) > S(XtS(X)).) 
It is clear from the above remarks that for any ~‘EN<~ with (u/ >k, 
“f<,.k>W nAW4 = 09 
and, consequently, A, is meager. 0 
It is not hard to prove that any function in a measured set is r-honest, for an ap- 
propriate recursive function Y. (We recall that, in a Blum space (Vi, @i), a recursive 
function f is r-honest if there is an i such that <Pi = f and @i(x) 6 r(x, f(x)) a.e. x; 
here Y : N2 -+ N is a recursive function.) Consequently, the functions in the Compres- 
sion Theorem are all honest. It is also well known that the classical time and space 
hierarchy theorems for Turing machines (see [22]) require time and, respectively, space 
constructibility of the involved functions, which is a strong variant of honesty. One 
may suspect that functions defining the gaps in the “anti-hierarchy” Operator Gap The- 
orem are not honest. Indeed, we tan prove that many of them are not honest in an 
extremely strong sense. Fix a uniform sequence of Blum spaces (@), @(‘))iE~, in the 
sense that there exists a recursive function V : N* -+ N such that V(i,x) = Q(‘)(x) for 
all i and x. 
Proposition 4.3. Let r, g be recursive functions and (<p (j), Q(j)) us above. Then the set 
of functions in GAP(@, g) which are not r-honest in any Blum space (cpci), @(‘)) is oj 
second category. 
Proof, By a result of Mehlhorn [26], the class of r-honest functions is meager. It 
follows that the set 
A = {~EPR 1 f is r-honest in ( <pci), @ci)), for some natura1 i} 
is also meager, since it is the uniform Union of a countable set of meager Sets. Since, 
by Theorem 4.1, GAP( CD, g) is of second category, we conclude that GAP( @, g) \ A is 
of second category as well. ??
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5. Effeetive measure 
To the best of our knowledge, there has been no Prior investigation of the size of 
objects in abstract computational complexity from an effective measure theoretical Point 
of view. It is the aim of this section to illustrate that such a study is quite feasible. 
In fact, we easily classify from the effective measure-theoretical Point of view all 
classes of predicates that were analyzed in the topological setting in the early works of 
Mehlhorn [26] and Calude [7]. Similar results to the ones below have been established 
for the case of natura1 complexity measures in [20,25]. 
The recursive and resource-bounded variants of measure theory have been developed 
by Freidzon [15], Mehlhorn [27], Schnorr [34] and exhaustively by Lutz [20]. It is 
important to retain that this theory is applicable only to (0, 1}-valued functions, i.e. 
to predicates (and this is a major drawback of effective measure when compared to 
effective category; for example, the size of the class of r-honest functions cannot 
be analyzed in the measure-theoretical setting). The following definitions come from 
the latter Paper, restricted to the necessities of the current work. For motivations and 
connections with classical measure theory, we direct the reader to [20,21, 1,251. Let 
Z* and Zoo be the Sets of finite and, respectively, infinite binary strings and let A 
denote the empty string. If w E C*, then w tan be identified with a function in FPRED 
which for all i < IwI maps i into the (i + 1)th bit of w. The basic neighborhoods %, 
are defined as in Section 1 (in the topology of p.r. predicates). 
Definition 5.1. (i) A density function is a function d : C* -+ [O,oo) satisfying 
d(w) > d(wO) + d(wl ) 
/ 
2 
for all strings WEZ’. 
(ii) The global ualue of a density function d is d(A). The set covered by a density 
function d is 
S[d] = u %,,,. 
WEP,d(W)>l 
A density function d covers a set X c C” if X C S[d]. 
(iii) An l-dimensional density System is a fimction d : N x Z* -+ [O,oo) such that 
for all ig N, d; is a density Iünction, where di is defined by d;(x) = d(i,x). 
Definition 5.2. (i) A set X 5 Z” has recursive measure zero if there exists an l- 
dimensional recursive density System d (i.e. d is a recursive real-valued function) such 
that for all k, dk covers X with global value dk(A)<2-k. 
(ii) A set X C CW has recursive measure one if the complement of X has recursive 
measure Zero. 
The general idea is to give an effective tauch to the Standard method in mea- 
sure theory consisting in the covering of sets by intervals. This is realized by using 
‘g-z = (r)“‘!p 
:SMOIIO~ SE f!p ,,suog3a[old,, aq$ auyap aM ‘JLW~ 
UI ‘*x 3 x Pur ‘N 3 f 11x2 ~03 ‘(x‘y ‘!)p = (x‘y)‘p araym ‘0.1az alnseaw LlaAy9aga seq 
!H ~eql sassaut!M Jp ~tq qwts (00 ‘01 t *z x ,N : p uo!puty aysln9al f! aqy3sap aM 
‘(46 3 (xM vql ps 
x 1cueru dIal!uyu! Is!xa alaql 31 
alaqM “Er) 5 (B),gxpr~ leq$ alwpauuu! s! $1 .suoyXIn3 .I.d 
patqw-{ 1‘0) 30 aDt?ds tun18 e aq ( N3!( !@) ‘N3!( VII)) Ia? ‘olaz amsoaw a+uwal seq 
{x ‘0 .! (x)63(x& ‘J = kf~ siyxa alaqll amfdx3S) = (4,awH 
las aql leq$ Moqs oi aAvq ah ‘JUUJd 
.(laldw!s qDnru s! 3oold aql L@!s!ldrns pue) L’E tualoaqL 30 hoaq$ 
alnwatu ays.uwal 30 Ma!” 30 lu!od ayl wo13 IInsal snoZ?oIeuo aql s! FkqMoIlo3 aqJ 
‘o.taz alnsaaw aysmsal seq x uaql ‘olaz alnst?aw aa!sln3al seq fx $Eeyl ssau]!m e sf ‘p 
‘N3! Ill? JO3 PU%2 ‘x”;n = X ‘&‘y. “‘z9f’fX31 ‘(.x3X pue NZ’.! IIe 103 ‘(X‘.l‘()p 
= (x‘f)p alaqm) wa@ Aysuap E s! cp ‘c q3ea 103 Ieqi qDns uoyn3 a+sln3al t! aq 
(~‘01 + +z x Zu : p Ia1 ‘A~~eu.uo+~ ‘0.0~ arnsvaur aaymm svq sias odaz annsvm 
aa&ma.d ,fo uo!un any.man y :[oz] z]nT Lq pahold s! Ijnsal In3asn %U!MOI~O~ aqL 
‘axadx u! olaz amseaur aA!s.mDal seq _,y 30 watualdtuo3 aqt 31 axada 
u! aua amsvw4 aquzm seq ouz 5 x las v (u) ‘olaz alnseaw ags.nwal seq axada 
IJ J’ 3! (3xada U! OAc?Z 2A?lSVXU afl&YAn32A Seq ,&’ > X 13s v (!) ‘C-S UU!$!IUJa(J 
‘(Ixadx aatids aloqM aq$ 01 IDadsal qiy a3[xdx u! suo~puty 30 
Sasse13 30 az!s aq$ %u$pp”ls 103 In38u!ueatu alnseaur aa!slnDal e saytu alnwa3 ]uwoduq 
S!Q ‘OAiTJZ 2AWXLXL4 CXlJSAfZ32A LXUXj 1OZ.d S>Op (Iz&JJ.J Jt?qJ UMOqS St?q [()Z] Z$t-ly ‘&’ 3 
. . . ( I )J( 0)s @m hvu!q al!uyu! aql ql!M pagyap! aq II!M asxdx 3 J u0p.q v 
a,yslnDal SI uralsAs Qsuap aq$ ‘s3oold 111~ u! ‘@yceld ‘lnq ‘suoytw!xolddt! agsln3 
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swls leql las aql %u~aAo9 Aii?aww %u!uaq %u!uu!~ aysln3al f! s! alaql 3! ‘olaz alns 
-t?aur aA!slnDar seq las e ‘%uyt?ads AlqBnor ‘snu *anIw Ioqol% aql SI $uaurlsaAu! ~ey!u! 
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and, inductively, 
if @itl~I)~dl~I) and dlxl) = 1, 
if @i(lxl)Qg(lxl) and (Pi(lxl> = 0, 
otherwise, 
1 2di,k(x) if @d~x~)6d~xI) and dlxl) = 1, di,k(Xl) = 0 if @i(lxl)Gg(lxI) and Mjxl) = 0, di,k(x) otherwise. 
It tan readily be checked that di,k is a density function. Also, by induction on h, 
one tan see that di,k(X) >2h-k if and only if there exist more than h integers y with 
y < 1x1 - 1 and Q+(y) < g(y). Therefore, it follows that 
for all ZEN. 0 
The above proof also implies the effective measure-theoretical analogue of the basic 
result of Mehlhorn [26], Calude [7] stating that all complexity classes are meager. 
Indeed, if ((qi)igN,(@i)jEN) is a Blum space of (0, 1}-valued p.r. fimctions, and g 
is a recursive fimction, then the complexity class defined by g, Cf, is included in 
HAR@(g), the set defined in the above proof and shown to have effective measure 
zero in RPRED. Therefore: 
Theorem 5.5. Let (((Pj)iEN,(@i)iEN) be a Blum space of (0, 1}-valued p.r. functions 
and g a recursive function. Then Cf has eflective measure zero in RPRED. 
We pass to the study of measured set of predicates (see the definition in the previous 
section). We are interested in measured sets of recursive predicates, i.e. Sets of recursive 
(0, 1}-valued functions yi. Many natura1 classes of recursive predicates form measured 
Sets, e.g. the class of primitive recursive predicates, every r.e. complexity class of 
predicates and, in fact, any r.e. set of recursive predicates. It follows from the next 
theorem that all these classes (and all their subclasses, like all levels in Grzegorczyk’s 
hierarchy) have effective measure Zero. 
Theorem 5.6. If r = (Yi)iEN is a measured set of recursive predicates, then r has 
eflective measure Zero. 
Proof. We decompose r = U Ti, where ri = {yi}. It is immediate to build, for 
each i, a density System di witnessing that Ti has recursive measure Zero. Namely, 
di,k(A) = 2-k, and 
di’k(xO) = 
0 if Yitlxl) = 1, 2di,k(X) if ~dlxl) = 1, 
2di,k(x) if ~~(1x1) = 0, if yi(lXl) = 0. 0 
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6. Final discussion 
The “?” marked entries in Table 2 constitute as many interesting open questions. 
The Status of the class of non-speeadable functions remains open. It seems that the 
exact Baire classification of tbe set of non-F-speedable functions depends upon F. 
We believe that if F is a fast growing function, then the corresponding set of non- 
F-speedable hmctions might be of second category. This Claim tan be proved, for 
instance, in case we restritt the class of witness functions to an r.e. class of recursive 
functions. All our results involved Cantor’s topology which is based on extension of 
initial finite Segments of functions. With some care, the proofs tan be adapted to work 
for the case of the superset topology, which is based on extension of finite sets (see 
[SI). It would be interesting to find the most general class of topologies for which our 
results hold. Such an analysis has been pursuited for the case of independent Statements 
in a formal theory in [ 111. 
It is interesting to note, folowing Marcus [24], that, in real analysis, the property of 
meagerness of a class of fimctions is - to some extent - conditioned by the degree 
of effectiveness of the definition of functions. This Situation extends over all previous 
studied sets in abstract complexity theory and includes most of the present results. 
Fulk [ 161 has shown that every proof of the existente of almost everywhere arbitrarily 
complex predicates should have a non-constructive component. The proof is partially 
constructive in that it effectively gives a program for the function; the non-constructive 
argument is used for the verification that the constructed function has the desired 
properties. In case of speedable tünctions the Situation is, from the constructive Point 
of view, worse: the construction of the fimction itself uses a sequence of programs from 
which the desired function is selected noneffectively (see [2]). The natura1 question is 
whether there is a more profound connection between non-effectiveness and the property 
of being topologically large. 
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